
 
products and services >>> 

Advanced solutions 

 

Quikfix prides itself on delivering 

innovative, practical and cost-

effective solutions for the provision 

and maintenance of your vital  

transport infrastructure. 

 

We offer a range of technologically-

advanced products and superior 

services designed to support road 

agencies in Europe, Africa, Asia and 

the Americas. 

 

Quikfix TerraFirma has been  

developed in answer to the growing 

need to convert earth roads in to     

rock-solid thoroughfares as a way of 

extending highway networks quickly 

and at low-cost. 

 

Quikfix TerraFirma can be used on 

even the poorest soil and remains 

2x stronger than asphalt and as 

strong as concrete surfaces.  It is 

undamaged by rain and supports 

heavy traffic with little or no  

maintenance. 

 

Quikfix TerraFirma is applied rapidly 

and is ready for use within a few 

days—much faster and cheaper 

than conventional treatments. 

 

Contact us or our local  

representative for more information. 
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Quikfix TerraFirma NEW 

A low-cost, revolutionary liquid spray which converts 
earth roads into rock-hard paved roads—fast ! 

UNBELIEVABLE !  Rugged, dirt roads are dusty or muddy, slow and dangerous—but 
treated with Quikfix TerraFirma they become solid and stable with twice the strength 
of asphalt and capable of carrying any traffic load; staying that way for 5-10years  
without maintenance under normal wear conditions in all climates and weather ! 
 
Tested and highly recommended by the US Army Corps of Engineers—proven in use 
around the world—Quikfix TerraFirma is advanced technology, using a blend of  
100% safe acrylic polymer binders in a cold liquid spray which stabilises and solidifies 
ordinary soil into a rock-solid surface rivalling concrete and asphalt whilst maintaining 
a natural look. 
 
Once applied, an occasional re-spray is all that is necessary to extend the life of 
Quikfix TerraFirma indefinitely. 
 
The product is entirely environmentally safe and non toxic to humans, plants and  
animals. It is also used for the prevention of Erosion, Windblown Dust, Mud,  
Vegetation Growth and Sand Contamination. 
 
We provide Quikfix TerraFirma under a turnkey “Supply & Apply” contract using our 
own skilled personnel and modern road levelling, application and compacting  
equipment. 
 
Quikfix TerraFirma is the 21st century solution to solidifying earth roads  
permanently—extending and improving a country’s transport network rapidly 
and at low-low-cost ! 

 

Quikfix TerraFirma—the appliance of science ! 

From this... ...To this 

 

These are not asphalt or concrete surfaces 
- It’s ordinary soil treated with Quikfix TerraFirma ! 


